Hydralazine is a Suitable Mimetic Agent of Hypoxia to Study the Impact of Hypoxic Stress on In Vitro Blood-Brain Barrier Model.
Understanding cellular mechanisms induced by hypoxia is fundamental to reduce blood-brain barrier (BBB) disruption. Nevertheless, the investigation of hypoxia on cellular pathways is complex with true hypoxia because HIF-1α has a short lifetime and rapidly reverts back to a normoxic state. To overcome this difficulty, mimetic agents of the hypoxia pathway have been developed, including the gold standard CoCl2. In this study, we proposed to compare CoCl2 and hydralazine in order to determine a suitable mimetic agent of hypoxia for the study on the BBB. We studied the cytotoxicity and the impact of these molecules on the integrity of an in vitro BBB model by comparing them to hypoxia controls. We showed that the impact of hypoxic stress in our in vitro BBB model is rather similar between hydralazine and CoCl2. Chemical hypoxic stress led to an increase of BBB permeability either with CoCl2 or hydralazine. Tight junction protein expressions showed that this chemical hypoxic stress decreased ZO-1 but not occluding expressions, and cells had set up a defence mechanism by increasing expression and activity of their efflux transporters. Our results demonstrated that hydralazine is a better mimetic agent and more suitable than CoCl2 because it had the same effect but without the cytotoxic effect on in vitro BBB cells.